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LATEST  HACKS :



OVERVIEW

Stratics Networks is the Toronto-based inventor of “ringless
voicemails” that are used by telemarketers to autodial massive lists
of numbers and dropping voicemails while not leaving a missed
call. Customers can make 10,000 ringless voicemails per minute
with Stratcs’ technology, much to the antipathy of everyone who
has owned a phone since the advent of robocalling. 
 
Those calls are all recorded and stored in Stratics’ AWS servers, and
earlier this week it was learned that the company left a backend
storage server open with no password. That little oversight exposed
the recordings of more than 100,000 recordings with customers,
many of which discussed personal details. 
 
These calls were stored in folders in AWS storage, and it has been
learned that most were to presumed customers who provided
sensitive information including their names, addresses, birth dates,
and in some cases, voter ID numbers. 



CAUSE

The private data of those called through Stratics' Networks'
technology users was publicly available because an AWS

storage server (or multiple servers) was launched and
configured with no password requirement. Many

organizations, after spinning up S3 buckets and establishing
default permissions, tend to arbitrarily dump data into these

repositories without validating their configurations.
 

Many organizations operate with the presumption that these
servers are safe within their environment through cloud

provider security tools. But, just as the AWS Shared
Responsibility Model highlights, the platform provider is

responsible for data OF the cloud; customers are responsible
for the data IN their cloud..



PREVENTION

AWS S3 buckets and other storage servers may be the oldest
services in AWS. As a result, they are often spun up for
convenience and to support the rapid pace at which organizations
operate. Too often, the security of these servers is ignored. 
 
Because AWS storage is mature, it has made it a target for people
to troll for keys, passwords, and data they should not have access
too. If you store intellectual property, source code, or other data
that is important to your business in AWS storage servers, it is
important to understand how access to this is controlled.
 
 

Learn more about AWS storage security best practices.

https://www.lacework.com/avoiding-holes-in-your-aws-buckets-2/

